
COCOONERS

10 amazing years  
of blazing trails

Shinrin Yuku: The  
Language of the Future 
 
On the Cocoon Pro journey, Performance Development 

and I are new passengers. Our paths crossed in 2013 at 

a conference in Vienna. The theme of that conference 

was Designing Thriving Organizations: Resilience, 

Partnerships and Enablement. How amazing that this 

theme would still be relevant nearly 10 years later.  

Cocoon both thrived and enabled others to thrive.  

In 2011, Cocoon Pro was born. Since then, the 

stories of thousands of people across 10 countries 

have been weaving our emergent path. More than 

500 work iterations with our customers, 150 people 

contributing to our open governance. And the 

energy. Oh, boy! The energy. This story of ours, is 

truly your story. Thank you.

A word about 
Cocoon Pro

What’s cooking in our
LABS

Meet LiquidOTM

OUR STORY IS YOUR STORY FROM THE FAMILY: PDA

COCOONERS IS PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
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Read at page 14 Read at page 10 Read at page 16

LiquidO 2011-2021: 
A ten years lens on 
value-driven organizing

LIVE FROM THE ECOSYSTEM

Read at page 4Read at page 6 Read at page 8

HAPPEN
What does real value creation mean in an interde-

pendent world? What it means for you, your com-

pany, but also for us as humankind? Cocoon Pro 

turns 1o this year, and it’s stunning to realize that 

everything we have been able to contribute to in the 

last decade comes from holding that question very 

seriously, and at the same time ...
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A
t the beginning, it was the intuition that something 

different could be born. An open organization that 

shines thanks to the real contribution of everyone. 

They told us that it couldn’t be done, but that didn’t 

stop us, and Cocoon, day after day, became the space in which to 

meet incredible people, feed meaningful projects, get excited, have 

fun, and dance together with an entire ecosystem to build a better 

work future.

When the seed was planted, I chose to be part of the journey 

without asking myself questions. Then the seed grew into a large 

tree that shaded us with its foliage, supported us with its strong 

branches, taught us to see opportunities in a small bud, showed us 

the art of listening. It required attention and care when the weather 

was less favorable and gave us tasty fruits that 

nourished us and made us grow. He asked us for 

water to thrive.

Out here is a medlar that my grandfather 

planted for me. It was a seed, and today it is a 

beautiful plant. This, for me, is Cocoon: a living 

organism that has been growing for 10 years 

thanks to many people who take care of it with 

love.

A
re you happy? Are we happy?

 Why do we wake every morning and spend so much 

time working, cleaning, driving? Scrolling through 

social media? Reading books and building cities? 

Are we happier than ten years ago?

Are we happier than our parents?

Are we happier than a shoemaker from the mighty Roman Empire?

Are we happier even, than a hunter gatherer of fifty-thousand years ago?

I think we’ll never know.

The concept of happiness is too complex to be compared. It’s immeas-

urable. Happiness changes for each person, and those changes 

happen to the same person at different moments of her life.

Still, I believe the question is more important than the answer. And 

even though I can’t say if I’m happier now than 

I was ten years ago, I find it extremely relevant 

to ask if I’ll be happier ten years from now. If we 

will be happier ten years from now. In 2031 we 

could ask the same question and still not find any 

answer, but the fact that in 2021 we asked this 

makes a difference.

Will you and I be happier ten years from now?

What are you doing to contribute to it?

W
hat a decade! Probably the craziest I’ll ever live 

through. In this time, we have experimented, 

learned, improved, failed, and evolved, making 

sense, delving into collective knowledge, 

immersing ourselves in a new epistemology.

I joined this amazing adventure in 2018 and it has been a contin-

uous masterclass on human and natural systems, on organizational 

development…basically on having a new look at the reality in the 

organizations I’ve worked with all my life. For sure I am another 

kind of professional and person, totally different from who I used 

to be. 

While we can’t predict the future, we know we need to reassess 

our understanding of reality, surfing the flow, navigating the 

complexity, facing the moment as it is, being 

aware of what is submerged, ushering in 

the emerging future, always learning more, 

humans and nature as one in a transcontextual 

world. Also, we know to be even more confident 

with all so as to share wisdom. Lastly, we now 

have the mastery of the past decade, putting us 

in a far better place. Let’s face the adventure of 

the next decade of our humanity together.

T
aking care of ourselves is taking care of others. It may seem 

a contradiction, but it is what I have learned.

When I sleep and eat well, I do physical activity, I nurture 

myself, I am much more capable of contributing to my family, to 

the organizations - teams - groups I work with. When I have clarity 

about who I am, what I care about, in what I believe, everything is 

more in harmony. States of mind are contagious and if I feel good, 

those around me feel good.

When we attend to ourselves by developing our minds, taking care 

of our bodies, giving space to our emotions, attending to our spirit-

uality, we are working to reach our full potential as people. This is a 

responsibility towards ourselves and the entire world. 

Living mindfully means catching problems before they become big, 

it means paying attention to our inner voice, a 

voice of intuition and deep wisdom. Living by 

listening to ourselves allows us to perceive 

what is going on in the world, what happens 

around us, seeking deep understanding of 

people through our emotions, thoughts, phys-

ical sensations. This is key to being in connec-

tion with Nature, because in Nature nothing 

exists alone. And we are Nature ourselves!

I
s it possible to become very different and, simultaneously, 

keep being the same?

I ask myself this and I realize that although it seems illog-

ical, the experience makes me aware that not only this 

is true but it is the natural consequence of growing up while 

remaining faithful to your own core values. 

I can observe it on my personal path with CORE² methodology 

where after almost 3 years, I have a very different perspective 

from the beginning, and things that I initially wanted to change 

about myself, because I considered them to be flaws or weak 

points, today I see them just as personal peculiarities that I have 

learned to observe, listen, embrace and often use it for my own 

benefit or to have a positive impact for the others.

I can also observe this growth in Cocoon Pro. 

Ten years later, we are made of different people, 

languages, countries, activities, dynamics and 

at the same time our core values   are always 

there to act as a compass. Let’s keep dancing!

T
his year Cocoon Pro turns ten. 

So, I got this occasion as an opportunity to look back, 

breathe and think what it means for me to be part of 

this journey. Doing that, I’ve been overwhelmed with 

memories, and these memories were connected with words, that 

resonate in my mind as my personal keywords, the values that 

have marked my experience on this path.

 

People – Growth – Purpose – Care – Needs – Impact – Mastery – 

Passion – Responsibility - Evolution.  

This may look as a mere list of ten words (each one of them would 

of course deserve much space to be properly described), but it’s 

not like that. Each one has a wider value, they 

are all connected and are at the same time the 

“reasons why” and the “goals” of my being part 

of Cocoon Pro. They are both what I feel as North 

Stars for Cocoon activities and what I personally 

seek in giving my contribution to my colleagues 

and to the organisations we work with.

A
round 1950 Guy Debord coined the term dérive - drift 

- to describe the process of getting lost with the only 

purpose of experiencing reality anew. Triggering our 

often sedated sense of wonder, this kind of drifting 

invites us to abandon any plan and, fueled with childlike amaze-

ment, re-imagine a place beyond the filter of established maps. 

When confusion and collective distress urge us to shut down, or 

cling to ingrained expertise in search for a certified way out, I 

make a case for drifting with wonder as a wiser way of navigating 

the turbulent geography of our personal and professional lives.

It can make us vulnerable yes, but it’s also where our gut-based 

knowing and whole body intelligence are trained and rehearsed. A 

seedbed for imaginative acts, where mindful decisions and love for 

life can sprout. 

What more does the world need right now than 

people who cherish it and are inspired to explore 

it, to create the more beautiful landscapes 

offered by their imagination?

This is the kind of practice one is exposed to 

also by being part of Cocoon Pro, from many 

perspectives. For which, I’m grateful.

S
ome things can’t be unseen. Just like that day you saw your 

child being born. Ice melting into water-decades of egotistic 

Western worldviews are finally crumbling. The 2020s are 

seeing expressions of unity, empathy, symmathesy, popping 

up everywhere. Alive in thousands of people’s daily actions. Aston-

ishing energy is being poured into a different relationship with life. 

The “Great Transition” is coming to its sublimation, half a century in 

the making. And what about work? Implications are endless. People 

can no longer be thought of as resources within machines nor work 

evolution sought in the trenches of the so-called experts. Now that 

we see how organically contextual reality is, we’ll have to focus on 

dancing with each org’s unique path, finding the way-forward within 

her own eco-range, not anywhere outside.  And more. Coalescence 

of ecologies is replacing concentrated competi-

tion, polycentric structures are being sprouted in 

all parts of the globe, people are entraining orgs 

to the resonance frequencies of their ecosystems. 

The teacher, the doctor, the manager, each and all 

of us, will never be the same again. It’s the crust 

of freshly baked bread. It’s begun, and it can’t be 

unseen. These are the times, the 2020s. Deep care 

will be needed. Aloha nui loa.

IÑAKI 
PEREZ

LETIZIA
PIANGERELLI

CLAUDIA 
PELLICORI

STELIO 
VERZERA

ALESSANDRA
CIANCHETTINI

MILUSKA 
OJEDA

EMANUELE 
RAPISARDA

GUIDO
MARTINI

https://www.linkedin.com/in/inakiperez/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/letizia-piangerelli/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/inakiperez/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/letizia-piangerelli/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/letizia-piangerelli/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/claudiapellicori/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/claudiapellicori/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/claudiapellicori/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/miluskaojeda
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shiver/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shiver/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shiver/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shiver/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/miluskaojeda
http://www.linkedin.com/in/miluskaojeda
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alessandra-cianchettini-23b7141a/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alessandra-cianchettini-23b7141a/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/claudiapellicori/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alessandra-cianchettini-23b7141a/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/miluskaojeda/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/miluskaojeda/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/miluskaojeda/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/emanuelerapisarda/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/guidomartini/
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On the Cocoon Pro journey, Performance Devel-

opment and I are new passengers. Our paths crossed 

in 2013 at a conference in Vienna. The theme of that 

conference was Designing Thriving Organizations: 

Resilience, Partnerships and Enablement. How 

amazing that this theme would still be relevant 

nearly 10 years later.  Cocoon both thrived and 

enabled others to thrive.  Since that moment, 

thriving, resilience and partnerships have become 

the watchwords for what was to come.

Resilience has been tested and only those most 

adaptive have been able to surf the current 

pandemic and its ensuing chaos. I am always 

amazed how the Cocoon LiquidO framework has 

functioned and enabled Cocoon to thrive (the 

second element of the 2013 conference).  These 

two concepts go hand in hand, you cannot have 

one without the other. Thriving means growing 

and through our partnership we have intro-

duced complex adaptive systems, socio-technical 

systems, whole-scale change and so much more.  

Our partnership has been symbiotic. The definition 

of a great partnership, in life and in work is that 

you (as one party to the relationship) always feel 

like you are getting more than you are giving. It 

is an eternal fountain of energy and inspiration. 

This describes Cocoon and PDA perfectly. Over the 

course of these past 7+ years we have discovered 

Adaptive Work Systems, Digitalization, Organi-

zation Design, and so much more. We have moved 

from understanding mechanical models of organ-

izations to walking trees and embracing living 

systems models, from mechanics to biology.  

Organizing by nature, and using natural systems as 

a learning vehicle, has enabled us to bring so much 

more meaning to the conversation. Our projects 

have become living systems and experiments.  

One of the most profound ideas that has been born 

out of this relationship is the concept of Forest 

Bathing. Forest bathing is the practice of immersing 

yourself in nature in a mindful way, using your 

senses to derive a whole range of benefits for your 

physical, mental, emotional, and social health. 

It is also known as Shinrin-yoku. ‘Shinrin’ means 

forest and ‘Yoku’ stands for bathing. Forest bathing 

allows you to become one with your ecosystem and 

heightens your awareness of things around you. 

The art of forest bathing allows you to uncover and 

see things that are not immediately visible (warm 

data, perhaps?).

When I look out over the horizon, I envision many 

things. Most are hopes, not truths. In the moment 

they are invisible or perhaps “hidden in plain 

sight.” First, I imagine a world that is collectively 

focused on making a difference, to the planet and 

to each other. Our collective energies are attuned to 

making everything better. We call that “repairing 

the world.” In the Jewish faith it is called Tikkun 

olam (Hebrew: םלוע ןוקית, lit. ‘repair of the world’),  

interpreted as an aspiration to behave and act 

constructively and beneficially. Tikkun olam has 

We are glad to share the pages of this number of 
Cocooners with Performance Development, one of the 
most valuable organizations one could walk with along 
the way to organizational change and evolution.

pda.us.com

FROM  
THE  

FAMILY

SHINRIN YUKU:  THE LANGUAGE  
OF THE FUTURE. 
COCOON BECOMES 
BUTTERFLY AND 
SPAWN MORE COCOONS
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become synonymous with the notion of social 

action and the pursuit of social justice.  

Secondarily, I see a flipping or tipping point, where 

the best of what we dream for is the rule, rather 

than the exception. Today the popular literature is 

full of books and articles espousing a better future, 

for organizations and the organization of work. 

Each of these quotes is  an example, exemplar, 

of an organization or way of working we should 

all embrace. These examples are wonderful, if 

not limited.  What if they were the norm?  What 

if we were able to reach the tipping point where 

these idols were the norm?  There is a growing 

movement. I have seen it before though, only for it 

to lose its way, lose its energy. So we have to reach 

“escape velocity” in the next ten years, or we will 

be stuck again, in the old….hindered by the gravi-

tational pull of the old.

Finally, the world is a more transparent network 

of networks. We have mastered the ability to see 

networks, eco-systems and nodes. We are able 

to leverage what today we can only feel, in ways 

unimaginable today. 

Our human microscopes have become capable of 

discerning warm data, relational and inter-rela-

tional happenings.  Our human sensing is now able 

to see what before was invisible to the naked eye. 

We can now act in concert with the universe, the 

forest, and the trees. 

Paul Tolchinsky

COCOON PRO

WEB 
HIGHLIGHTS
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How organizations improve, 
part 1 of 3  
Meet the Evolution Flow
The Evolution Flow is the very core of how we work with 

the evolution of human systems at Cocoon Pro. It is a discipline. 

It is what we have devoted most energy and care to since ...

Our take on change 
initiatives. A simple way 
to evolve successfully
Heraclitus believed that change was the only constant 

in life. 2500 years after him, it is not just clear how ... 

Is your organization  
adaptive? Confessions 
of real-world adaptive 
organization designers

Cocooners - n° 10 - July  2021

www.cocoon-pro.com

dp a
performance development associates

http://pda.us.com
https://medium.com/cocoon-pro/how-organizations-improve-64011802c6d1
https://medium.com/cocoon-pro/our-take-on-change-initiatives-acd15890c88e
https://medium.com/cocoon-pro/is-your-organization-adaptive-81e56332810
https://medium.com/cocoon-pro/our-take-on-change-initiatives-acd15890c88e
https://medium.com/cocoon-pro/is-your-organization-adaptive-81e56332810
https://cocoon-pro.com/
http://www.cocoon-pro.com
https://medium.com/cocoon-pro/how-organizations-improve-64011802c6d1


One thing 

was clear 

to us though: no 

organizational setup 

or management trick 

would suffice. It was 

about culture. Thus, 

it was about shared 

values. And it was 

deep. Instead of 

running workshops 

to define them, we 

spent countless days 

talking, playing, 

sharing, nurturing 

our relationship to 

each other and to the 

world. In hindsight, 

we spent at least 3 

6

10  years ago—

the beauty 

of that moment 

is still strong in 

our memory. We 

wanted to generate 

something amazing, 

deeply valuable both 

in its way of being 

and in the service 

provided to the 

world. And we did not 

care about what was 

deemed “possible” 

by the managerial 

and entrepreneurial 

ethos of the moment, 

at all. In fact, when 

we decided to go for 

radical transparency, 

Guided both 

by the failure 

of “traditional” 

organizational 

vehicles in the 

crisis of 2009 and by 

the knowledge we 

had gained in our 

previous venture in 

the fields of open 

collaboration and 

lean enterprises, we 

began to imagine. 

Soon enough, we 

found out we were 

not alone. 

In 2011, Cocoon Pro was born. Since then, the stories of thousands of people across 10 countries have been weaving 

our emergent path. More than 500 work iterations with our customers, 150 people contributing to our open 

governance. And the energy. Oh, boy! The energy. This story of ours, is truly your story. Thank you.

no budgeting, open 

governance, dynamic 

organizational setup, 

no hiring, and more, 

we were considered 

crazy or naive by so 

many people. Our 

families included. 

On top, we had no 

idea of how all of that 

could work or even 

look like. We were 

only 7 committed and 

passionate people, 

and we decided to 

embrace a huge 

“what if?”.

Groups of 

trailblazers around 

the world were 

already playing 

with the same 

committed desires. 

We connected, 

listened, cocreated, 

and learned fast.  

In 9 months, 

LiquidO was born: 

the core of our 

organizational setup, 

our open governance 

framework. And 

the entry point for 

anyone right into 

the heart of our 

organization.

years gardening our 

cultural core, the 

true root of anything 

we would have been 

able to sprout. In the 

meanwhile, in 2014 

LiquidO was already 

collecting mentions 

and prizes around 

the world. But we did 

not care. Clearly, we 

were already about 

something else.

THE BIRTH ADAPTIVE 
SETUP

THE  
CULTURAL  

HEART

OUR STORY IS YOUR STORY

BLAZING TRAILS
10 AMAZING YEARS OF              
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Cocoon  was born 

to be of value 

for people, to make 

work meaningful 

and healthy again, 

to undo the mess 

of a century of 

mechanistic 

worldviews 

actualized by control 

and imposition. But 

we did not know how 

to do that. 

We walked, and 

walked. We 

found our impact, 

and how to make it 

exponential. Indeed, 

looking back, we 

can clearly see many 

ripples of what we 

have done, spreading 

out into the world in 

beautiful and often 

strong ways. People, 

ideas, relationships, 

methods, 

organizations, 

mastery, possibilities 

coming to life and 

mixing together. 

Watching all this, we 

realized we are much 

more than Cocoon. 

Many of us had 

already 10 or 

more years of 

experience in helping 

organizations, and 

we all went back 

to studying and 

action research. 

In a few years 

our intervention 

framework was born, 

the Evolution Flow. 

And we started facing 

the puzzling question 

of how to scale out 

our mastery in what 

we do.

We realized it 

was time for a 

new phase, one in 

which we worked to 

help enable entire 

ecologies of work, 

systems of systems, 

across contexts and 

egotistical desires, in 

a dance of individual 

identities making 

the music together. 

And this is where our 

heart is today. The 

new decade is here, 

and we’re on it.

ECOSYSTEM 
GROWTH

THE 
SERVICE 
MODEL

10 years have passed and the spark that 

brought Cocoon into being is still burning. 

We wanted to generate something amazing, 

deeply valuable both in its way of being and 

in the service provided to the world, and 

this is still true today. 

Every person, organization, and human 

system that has walked with us over these 

years has contributed with their uniqueness 

to build the impact we imagined at the 

beginning.

Now we are many more than 7 committed 

and passionate people, and we decide 

everyday to embrace another huge “what 

if?” to help enable entire ecologies of work 

in a dance of individual identities making 

the music together.

FINAL THOUGHTS
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WORK HARD. PLAY HARDER

538 PROJECT ITERATIONS
7 COUNTRIES INVOLVED
120 TEAM MEMBERS INVOLVED

CUSTOMER PROJECTS
17 PUBLIC CO-CREATION INITIATIVES
6 CREATION SPACES FOR THE YOUNG
4 TEMATIC INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
3 OHANA MEETUPS

CREATION SPACES
150 CONTRIBUTORS
10 COUNTRIES INVOLVED 
17 JAMS

CP OPEN GOVERNANCE
4 TOOL LABS 
2 KNOW-HOW LABS 
1 X-LAB 
+ 1000 PEOPLE INVOLVED

COCOON LABS

SOME HIGHLIGHTS FROM OUR FIRST 10 YEARS: 2011 - 2021

ACTITUD DEL SALMÓN. PARA 
EMPRENDEDORES Y PEQUEÑAS EMPRESAS

SOCIETY 4.0  
MAP

RETHINKING  
ORGANIZATIONS

TALKING ABOUT US

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/54277382-actitud-salm-n-para-emprendedores-y-peque-as-empresas
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/54277382-actitud-salm-n-para-emprendedores-y-peque-as-empresas
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/54277382-actitud-salm-n-para-emprendedores-y-peque-as-empresas
https://medium.com/society4 
https://medium.com/society4/map-24f1c3df7b9
https://medium.com/society4/map-24f1c3df7b9
https://medium.com/society4/map-24f1c3df7b9
https://medium.com/society4 
https://medium.com/society4/map-24f1c3df7b9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEj3NVDPYUM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEj3NVDPYUM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEj3NVDPYUM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEj3NVDPYUM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEj3NVDPYUM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEj3NVDPYUM 


Here’s to the system of value flows we work in. Our ecosystem. No initiative, tool, 
competence, result can exist without roots in the liminal spaces between these 
flows, between organizations, across narratives. Enjoy.
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LIVE FROM THE 
ECOSYSTEM

NURTURING SHARED VALUE

LiquidO 2011-2021: A ten years lens on 
value-driven organizing.
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STUFF WE’VE LOVED READING!

Uncertain times
We’re at a unique moment in the 200,000 years or so that Homo sapiens 

have walked the Earth. For the first time in that long history, humans 

are capable of coordinating on a global scale, using fine-grained data on 

individual behaviour, to design robust and adaptable social systems. The 

pandemic of 2019-20 has brought home this potential. 

Read the full article

What is Submerging?
There has been much talk of emergence lately.

Emergence is a characteristic of complex systems where things happen 

that set other things into motion. Emergence is a difference that makes a 

difference between complex and non-complex systems. Emergence makes 

successful predictions rare and unintended consequences the norm.

To Have Freedom In Your Life,  
Stop Avoiding This One Thing
Your brain wants your life to be predictable.

Your emotions want your life to be stable.

But stability and predictability are, interestingly, how you stay stuck and 

in survival-mode.

Read the full article

Read the full article

What does real value creation mean in an inter-

dependent world? What does it mean for you, your 

company, but also for us as humankind?

Cocoon Pro turns 1o this year, and it’s stunning to 

realize that everything we have been able to con-

tribute in the last decade comes from taking that 

question very seriously, and at the same time con-

tinuing to play with it rentlesslessy. In hindsight, 

the very first seed - LiquidO - is still guiding the 

fulfilment of our highest hopes, also for the next 

crucial ten years.

LiquidO is the framework for governance Cocoon 

developed in 2011 to respond to the fast-moving 

changes in the business environment, and it is not 

by chance that it stemmed from a huge wake-up call 

following the crash of a previous venture. It was our 

way of giving birth to a new kind of “living compa-

ny”, enabling it to produce the maximum value and impact in these turbulent 

times of growing complexity. 

The mistakes we made back then are the same so many companies have been 

blindly repeating for years: control and planning before learning and adapt-

ability, bottlenecks in the flow of information and decision, separation from 

the market, competition instead of collaboration, and many other practices 

coming from the industrial-age driven assumptions on which rigid structures 

are designed. 

Disrupting these assumptions means liquefying the organization to make it 

adaptive, dynamic and anti-fragile. The LiquidO framework is fluid, merito-

cratic and value-driven, enabling stigmergic behaviour and “organic” effec-

tiveness. All members are equal, nobody is the boss of anybody else. There are 

no job titles: just people with their skills and specific peer-reviews driven by 

the actual delivered value. 

Based on Lean Management and Open Collaboration principles, the frame-

work assumes that waste elimination can be radically embraced, removing 

everything that is not contributing to the creation of value towards the com-

pany’s goals, one of which of course includes the company’s health itself. 

But in the end, don’t be fooled. 

It doesn’t matter what model you choose to experiment with in supporting 

your evolution. The important thing is to recognize that to evolve the way 

work is conceived and organized is in itself a vital endeavour for any organiza-

tion determined to exist, and thrive, in the future.  

This is just our contribution in a bigger wave of change currently going on, an 

open work-in-progress that we want to nurture even more in the future. If it 

resonates, please reach out.

Start from our public telegram 
channel @CocoonPro
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The Tale of  
Two
For centuries he had been growing. By the 

rich fire coming from the heart of Mother 

Nature he had fed himself, his wit ...

First of all it will be necessary to explain 

what Core2 is and what this powerful tool is 

for. Core2 is an iterative tool to deep ...

Stelio Verzera

Read on Mozaic Read on Mozaic Read on Mozaic

Il lavoro è creare 
bellezza

My Core2  
Experience

Immagino come deve essersi sentito il 

chimico francese Marcelin Berthelot nel 

momento in cui, al culmine delle ...

Letizia Piangerelli Iñaki Pérez

OHANA MEETUP

Cocoon Pro evolution in the last 10 years has been 

nurtured by our participation in many creation 

spaces, where we experienced first-hand the 

power of passionate people who come together 

to achieve higher levels of impact. 

Some of them had a special role in accelerating 

our learning and becoming. The European 

Organisation Design Forum (EODF) is where, 

back in 2013, we became a core and active part of 

a vibrant community of passionate organization 

SPOT ON: HERE’S HOW IT FELT
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FRESH STORIES FROM MOZAIC

designers eager to make a dent in the world of 

work. The same spirit encouraged us to host 

the very first LSP Fest in the world in 2016, and 

brought us twice to Agile India to meet and 

share our work with amazing professionals of 

the international agile community. The most 

recent step in this journey has been joining 

the growing family of Warm Data Lab hosts of 

the International Bateson Institute, one of the 

most valuable organizations one could walk 

The Ohana Meetup is an ecosystem enabler we’re 

offering to the whole tribe of professionals, 

game-changers, change agents, and passionate 

people who are evolving the world (of work). 

It has been an exciting journey so far. From 

the 1st acclaimed experiment in Rome, 

to the 2nd edition in Barcelona, passing 

through a fully remote 3rd edition organized 

in Zoom in 2020 - our warm response to 

pandemic social distancing - the tribe is now 

getting ready to convene in person again. 

The 4th edition will be a very special one for us. 

Be prepared for a memorable party because it is 

going to be the center of Cocoon Pro’s 10th anniversary celebrations with the whole Ohana! 

Grab your ticket and be part of this collective story. We can’t wait to get closer again and be at the 

party with you all!

VISIT
Ohanameetup.party

with along the way to a better world. Then, 

with them and many other valuable friends, we 

organized the Choice Conference in Madrid, 

in 2019, a space to explore, experiment and 

co-learn around the ecosystemic implications 

of any choice in business.

We can’t wait to see where the next ten years 

will take us!

https://aeon-co.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/aeon.co/amp/essays/complex-systems-science-allows-us-to-see-new-paths-forward
https://norabateson.medium.com/what-is-submerging-ad12df016cde
https://medium-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/medium.com/amp/p/78cf4d77ec1c
https://aeon-co.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/aeon.co/amp/essays/complex-systems-science-allows-us-to-see-new-paths-forward
https://norabateson.medium.com/what-is-submerging-ad12df016cde
https://medium-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/medium.com/amp/p/78cf4d77ec1c
https://t.me/CocoonPro
https://medium.com/mozaic-stories/the-tale-of-two-53cea74644f9
https://medium.com/mozaic-stories/il-lavoro-%C3%A8-creare-bellezza-6f47daba1f0e
https://medium.com/mozaic-stories/my-core2-experience-1-b6cdf5677886
https://medium.com/mozaic-stories/the-tale-of-two-53cea74644f9
https://medium.com/mozaic-stories/il-lavoro-%C3%A8-creare-bellezza-6f47daba1f0e
https://medium.com/mozaic-stories/my-core2-experience-1-b6cdf5677886
http://www.ohanameetup.party/
http://www.ohanameetup.party
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IN OURCOOKING LABS

This lab was one of the first to 

be opened in Cocoon and over 

the years, it has been the space 

that has allowed our ability to 

design and facilitate workshops 

to evolve. In these six months, 

we have realised how much all 

this work is manifesting itself in 

other areas. 

From customer projects, in 

which our mastery has allowed 

us to significantly involve 

large numbers of participants 

remotely, to the series on Care4.

live, in which we went deeper 

into the use of the method with 

professionals from all over the 

world, up to using it in personal 

and professional development 

paths that we are running with 

people and organizations through 

the CORE² framework. We have 

come a long way and we have a 

long way to go. 

Developing skills in this lab 

continues to be a great way to do 

it together.

LSP

Nalu Organisation Design
Walking towards your personal 

and professional evolution often 

means crossing different trails. 

And while you look at the peak 

of the never-ending mountain of 

your journey you start seeing that 

some trails are more interesting 

than others. That’s because they 

resonate most with who you are 

and who you want to be.

That’s why we are about to launch 

Mastery Trails: paths designed 

to be your compass towards 

nurturing mastery in specific 

complex domains. 

Mastery Trails will be co-developed 

by Nalu and Cocoon Pro, offering 

learning modules together with 

real-life practice. It is our way of 

respecting the need of emergent, 

polycentric and tailor-made paths 

of learning, supporting it with 

walking through real life, which is 

the key condition for any learning 

to really make a difference.

The Cocoon Pro  Labs are our own innovation engine.

New knowledge, mastery and even new value proposition elements are developed here. 

They are open and voluntary structures, working by specific processes designed for   

proactively generating market-driven and high-quality value proposition.

It’s in the CP Labs that entrepreneurs and professional game-changers can express their best  

contribution in the co-creation of the next Cocoon Projects.
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Stay tuned for the publication of all  
the active Labs and their work at
labs.cocoonprojects.com

What an amazing journey it’s 

been since 2014, when the  CORE² 

methodology was designed in 

Cocoon Pro. It was born as a love 

gift, as a Taj Mahal of people 

evolution! Since then, it has 

grown during years of hard work 

and action-research at the inter-

section of positive psychology, 

lean principles, sociotechnical 

systems.

So many different people around 

the world engaged in the CORE² 

journey, growing by resonance 

and achieving exponential results 

during their evolution. Many 

others have participated in group 

experiences, customer projects, 

events, workshops, Care4 series.

Today our Facilitation Training 

Path is moving, enabling new 

people to learn how to help others 

to blossom and express their best 

selves. 

Other news will emerge in the 

coming months: courses, master-

classes and a website! 

Stay tuned!

Core2

Storycubes 

10

During the last six months, a new 

person joined us and one of our 

members became a parent! :) 

It has been months of studies for 

the lab: we engaged in common 

reading and in our weekly 

meetups, we shared and discussed 

our learnings around the evolu-

tion of socio-technical systems. 

We haven’t organized any new 

meetups as of late and now we 

are working to create spaces to 

nurture this topic in the Italian 

and Spanish community, some-

thing to be lived in Care4.live. 

We are questioning what the most 

important topics to address for 

our Italian and Spanish commu-

nity are. In addition, we are 

finding, collecting and evalu-

ating useful content we’ve found 

to share with other fellow practi-

tioners, such as events, webinars 

or podcasts.

One of the series produced this year 

on Care4.live dealt with the theme 

of how serious games help people to 

work better. The know-how devel-

oped in this lab was very useful to 

bring the Story Cubes as a tool into 

the episode where we talked about 

conflict.

Thanks to individual and shared 

stories combined with two different 

sensemaking techniques, we went 

through a first phase in which the 

storytelling highlighted some rele-

vant aspects of the conflict and a 

second phase where we reasoned 

through story making on how 

different communication generates 

useful dynamics to overcome that 

conflict

Once again, stories were a very 

powerful tool and the dice were an 

effective and engaging travelling 

companion. The series has been 

new fuel for this Lab on the way to 

the publication of the first training 

on learning how to facilitate Story 

Cubes.

http://labs.cocoonprojects.com
http://labs.cocoonprojects.com


JAM NEWS
A Cocoon Pro Jam happens twice per year, at the beginning of each half. It is the most important CP governance event, 
open to all members and contributors and lasting two or three days. During the CP Jam we cocreate our direction for the next 
6 months. Here below you can have a peek at our last Jam.
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HIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTS

Cocoon Pro’s Jam is a space for us to meet, reconnect and 
recharge. Together we set the direction of where we will be 
sailing for the next months. The current global scene granted 
us the opportunity to have a hybrid experience where a group 
got together in Barcelona while another one actively joined 
remotely. Beautiful stories about how each of us imagine 
our next years together were shared from the inside out, 
collectively building our future together. 
While playing and telling stories, we entwined dreams, 
visions, energies, emotions and ideas, and merged them 
into actions that are reflected in our focuses for the next 
six months. 

MY FIRST JAM

“

Giuseppe Blasi

#Expecttheunexpected #Fearfighters

Isabela Caria

“

”

”

“Unexpected”,  in the sense that it was different from other initiatives/
events of CP and different from what I expected, both in how it 
was structured and in what emerged. I felt at home, with a sense 
of inclusion and non-judgmental belonging. It does not judge, 
therefore, the famous “playground” where one feels free to be oneself 
and to experiment without fear of making mistakes or failing.

The Jam was very special because it was the first time that I felt 
the face to face energy of incredible people that make up Cocoon. 
This jam helped clear my view! It has been days of looking inside, 
of understanding where it makes sense to allocate our energies, as 
individuals and as collective, and actualizing ourselves for what’s yet 
to come :)

#Energy#Inspired

#CPJAM

@letiziapian

The first day of winter #CPJam invited us to take a wide look into 

the future. Closeness of hearts and minds, despite the distance. A 

brave department of dreams, an inspiring force of concrete actions. 

That’s how it felt...just the beginning, see u tomorrow #ohana! 

#2021H1

@isabelabcaria

My first #CPJam! Inspiring first day jumping together to the future 

through rounds of beautiful stories. @CocoonPro

@hoxeheome 

Stories about the future strongly rooted in what we have been and what we 

are. Visions and actions, fun and energy, learning and growth. Day 1 of the 

@CocoonPro  #CPJam leaves room for the night to digest what has emerged 

and prepare us for tomorrow. #2021H1

Cocooners - n° 10 - July  2021
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pxpjmcn3gNMBGbWtSlDUV6-pTN_xQAz0/view 1/1

@ShiverTweet

10 years of daily #OpenGovernance and emergent #StrategyMaking 

and still the power of #CollectiveWisdom blows my mind. Stoked to 

be in another amazing #CPjam deeply entrained with this moment 

in history! Aloha #2021H1 Let’s sail.

@pellicors

The #CPJam. Remembering the #future, the amazing future we 

want to build. Directions and focuses to sail the next 6 months. 

Thank you all! 3 days to reconnect with dreams and actions, ideas 

and emotions #2021H1

@Guido_Martini

The second day of our remote #cpjam started giving space to 

emotions and diverging visions before starting to envision our next 

directions  @CocoonPro

@AntoCipo

We played together. Some cooked while others waited for the next slot 

by sunbathing. We laughed together. We imagined and decided together 

on our future. And all this not being in the same place!  The #sailing has 

started and we are a wonderful #crew! #CPjam #2021H1 #MyOhana

https://twitter.com/RocsMocanu
https://twitter.com/letiziapian/status/1375870933110493186
https://twitter.com/letiziapian/status/1375870933110493186
https://twitter.com/letiziapian/status/1375870933110493186
https://twitter.com/isabelabcaria/status/1376083610772594690
https://mobile.twitter.com/isabelabcaria/status/1376083610772594690
https://twitter.com/hoxeheome/status/1375884237799366657
https://twitter.com/hoxeheome/status/1375884237799366657
https://twitter.com/ShiverTweet/status/1376130745870262273
https://twitter.com/Pellicors/status/1379100541645651972
https://twitter.com/Pellicors/status/1379100541645651972
https://twitter.com/Guido_Martini/status/1376108039841976326
https://twitter.com/AntoCipo/status/1376215514222100483
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A WORD 

ABOUT US
Cocoon Pro is a last-generation company devoted to enabling a 

healthy evolution of the very concept of work, worldwide since 2011. 

Her customers are organizations longing for deep shifts in how people 

and technologies, together, can raise unprecedented performance. 

It’s been designed to be effective, open and adaptive for cultivating 

evolutionary mastery. First in Europe in devising a completely emer-

gent organizational setup, and known globally as a “small giant” 

generating exponential value, Cocoon Pro is directly involved in the 

edge of international efforts evolving work itself.  

We foster the birth of a world of work based on interbeing aware-

ness and generative practices. And we know that this quest enables 

unparalleled levels of relevance, resilience and resonance for our 

Customers. We’re able to design and co-execute tailored evolu-

tionary paths for any organization on the many interdependent 

scopes of this scenario.

Our goal is to make this change really happen.

We work with about 40 different tools, and commit to 

continuous mastery development on each.

All the tools we use are devised to engage the whole-

ness of the person, rational and emotional.

Whatever the mix of tools we design for, our utmost 

attention is on the flow experience of the participants, 

be it live or remotely.

Over many years, we have seen all kinds of people 

having fun while achieving their greatest results.

In Cocoon Pro we practice first-hand and continuously evolve 

today’s most relevant work principles and techniques. These 

ongoing flows of learning, together with intense and contin-

uous field operations at the side of national and international 

Customers, highlight Cocoon Pro as the ideal partner for true 

strategic and operational evolution.

We have designed our whole service framework to provide 

you with sound results in boosting three vital and interde-

pendent characteristics of your organization: relevance, 

resilience and resonance.

RELEVANCE

How to have a bearing on your stakeholders’ lives in 

a rapidly changing world? Surviving as an organiza-

tion implies keeping your relevance. Growing it, means 

attracting increasing streams of resources from all of 

your stakeholders and, ultimately, thriving.

RESILIENCE

The rate of change is bursting. Your work scenario evolves 

quickly, and it impacts both your decision making and opera-

tional priority management. Resilience is, at least, the ability to 

adjust to the stress of these changes. At best, it is feeding on it 

and becoming stronger and better.

RESONANCE

In a context of increasing complexity, the good news is that 

exponential dynamics are readily at hand. Instead of focusing 

on warfare-like strategies based on conquering and protecting, 

you can now tap into ecosystemic opportunities able to amplify 

your energies by orders of magnitude.

The Evolution Flow integrates in a coherent framework entire systems 

of thought like Socio-Technical Systems Theory, Lean Thinking, 

Complex Adaptive Systems theory, and it is based on a few original 

conceptual frameworks of what a human work-system is and how it 

evolves towards its full potential.

Applying it is an iterative journey based on the careful repetition of 

three steps. First, disturbing the work system, introducing some-

thing that calls for an adaptation. Second, discovering how the system 

digests it, in the whole of its depth. Third, directing the energy that 

this variation generates towards the desired evolution, also building 

momentum for the next iteration. 

We carefully introduce new habits as disturbances, able to nurture 

three types of evolution in harmony with each other: operational, 

behavioral, and psychological evolution. And we do it through the 

design and execution of group or large-group workshops, operational 

coaching, work-system design sessions, methodological and founda-

tional inceptions, internal events, work-streams and communities 

seeding and evolution. 

WHAT IS COCOON PRO?

HOW WE WORK

What is the next natural step of evolution 
that this organization can make?

WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU

In the evolution of your organization across the three 

scopes of relevance, resilience and resonance, we 

provide specific services in these nine different areas

THE TOOLS WE’LL BRING YOU

www.cocoon-pro.com

Learn more about the Evolution Flow here

GET IN TOUCH WITH US, LET’S HAVE A CHAT

We work iteratively. Establishing a rhythmic heartbeat of small inter-

ventions for a deep and concrete evolution. Our commitment is to 

leave you better at every iteration, while we navigate towards your full 

potential. Our own way of doing so is called Evolution Flow, and it 

is the result of more than 10 years of experiences working with very 

different organizations all around the world, deep study across many 

decades of work and methodologies by outstanding giants, and — not 

least — a decade of collaborations with experienced professionals 

in the domains of org development, change, strategy, org design, 

psychology, team work, and much more.

The Evolution Flow is the art, science and craft of answering one 

simple and key question:

As simple as the question is, finding good answers requires a profound 

respect for the identity, context and trajectory of each organization. It 

demands attention to the whole depth of the human system and, most 

importantly, to the intimate relationships between its technical and 

social layers. 

https://cocoon-pro.com/get-in-touch/
https://cocoon-pro.com/get-in-touch/
https://medium.com/cocoon-pro/how-organizations-improve-64011802c6d1
https://medium.com/cocoon-pro/how-organizations-improve-64011802c6d1


What is LiquidO™
You might have heard of a new breed of organisational models, responding 

to the fast growing adaptability, engagement and collaboration needs 

within modern company structures. Or you might have simply experienced 

the sound problems of slowness, rigidity, bureaucracy, disengagement 

along with various kinds of waste and bottlenecks that “traditional” 

organisational models generate and suffer nowadays.

This is what LiquidOTM is all about: the original “liquid organisation” 

model for governance, born from direct experience within Cocoon Pro 

and in use in a growing number of for profit and not-for-profit organisa-

tions willing to get liquid.

Liquefying an organization means disrupting the industrial-age driven 

assumptions on which rigid structures are designed and move on to make 

it adaptive, dynamic and anti-fragile. Based on lean management and 

open collaboration principles, the LiquidOTM model is fluid, 

meritocratic and value-driven, enabling stigmergic 

behaviour and “organic” effectiveness.

Why you would 
want it in your 
organisation
 

Rigidly structured organiza-

tions cannot cope with the 

current pace of innovation 

and its complexity, let 

alone exploit it. We need a 

completely different mindset 

and consequently new models. 

And we need them to be simple 

and people-centric.

This is exactly why LiquidO™ 

 was born.

1. Real-time adaptability.

The industrial age organisational approach, where 

each area is defined as a restricted group of activities coherent 

to one another, has its biggest limitations in the risk to fall in fragmented,  

sealed administration and culture. As the company grows, so grows the 

complex ramification, branching and costs of these models. Lack of 

communication, heavy bureaucracy, disastrous efficiency.

The completely different perspective realized by LiquidO™, in fact relying 

on people and competences without fixed roles, provides an integrated 

and adaptive business management scenario shifted to a systemic 

approach, pragmatically meritocratic and inherently capable of real time 

adaptability to any context. It’s just like water, some would say.

2. Better and faster information processing.

Hierarchies are a sound bottleneck both for decision making and compe-

tences evolution. Too many info to process in order to succeed. Moreover, 

on the other hand, the distance between where and how in the organi-

zation strategies are created, and where and how they have to be executed 

too often creates waste, lack of effectiveness or even complete failure.

Non-peer evaluation, silos and recruiting inefficiency are additional 

heavy side-defects of an organizational design philosophy based on the 

two illusions of control and predictability, and therefore actualized with 

structural divisions between thinking and doing.

LiquidO™ is a viable and operational way to let all the brilliant people in 

the company effectively emerge. Anybody can join each wave, surf it and 

enrich it, so to say. And leveraging different viewpoints, backgrounds and 

competences today is definitely critical to succeed in taking better and 

faster decisions.

3. Engagement and spontaneous leadership.

People are key in this picture. In fact, within 

LiquidO™ everyone can decide whether to 

join a process or not, try, and conse-

quently determine her level by fast 

feedback loops from frequent and 

specific peer-reviews driven by 

the actual delivered value.

Besides a natural engagement 

due to continuous feedback 

and consequently improving 

results, within this scenario 

it’s really difficult to deny 

emerging problems. Within 

the old way of thinking the 

organizations very often 

conflicts, work overload, sense 

of impotence, lack of decision 

power, absence of endorsement, 

unfair treatment and misalignments 

are among the real causes of failures.

There is much more that can be done today, if 

only we let go of control, predictability and rigidity. 

LiquidO™ moves structures, processes and the organization 

itself away from the center, where it is assumed that people have to adapt 

to them, instead shifting the focus on people and truly empowering 

them to dynamically find their maximum value creation spot within 

the organization, expressing leadership effectively and without fear, 

naturally growing and being rewarded for this.

    

Read the whole LiquidO™ whitepaper.  It is available in  

Creative Commons at  liquidorganisation.info
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COLLABORATIVE
WORKING BOARD

REPUTATION 
TRACKING

CONTRIBUTION
ACCOUNTING

COLLABORATIVE 
DECISIONMAKING

MEET LIQUIDO™
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